
FROM OUR HEARTS TO YOURS

ANNA & GABRIELE



W E  A R E  E X C I T E D  T O  T e l l  Y O U  A B O U T  O U R  FA M I LY !



WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK YOU FOR READ-

ING THIS LETTER and learning more about 

us and our family. Although we could never 

understand what you are going through, we 

see your bravery and how much you al-

ready care for and love your child. 

IF WE WERE ABLE MEET YOU IN PERSON, we 

would invite you into our home, sit at our 

kitchen table and offer you a cup of coffee 

and a slice of homemade cake (we are Ital-

ian, after all!). Gabriele would try to break 

the ice with a couple of funny comments 

(he is the talkative one) and I, Anna, would 

speak softly, trying to better understand 

your feelings while also showing our willing-

ness to be open and transparent in such a 

precious and hard time for you.

IF YOU SHOULD CHOOSE TO TELL US YOUR 

STORY, WE WOULD LISTEN, because we 

know how important it is to feel heard.  

We would share something about our family 

with you, letting you into the vulnerable 

places of our hearts, as well. In our family, 

we believe that talking and expressing  

emotions is a key in building relationships.  -Gabriele and Anna

PARENT(S)...
dear expectant

WE’RE A BIG FAMILY, WITH THREE KIDS AND 

THREE PETS, but we have room in our hearts 

and more love to give! There are a few 

things we’d love for you to know about us:

1. WE ARE ITALIANS, BUT THE UNITED STATES 

IS OUR HOME. We have been living here for 11 

years and our family has grown in this country. 

2. AT THE SAME TIME, WE FEEL LIKE “CITIZENS 

OF THE WORLD”. We love to travel and want to 

be exposed to all the rich diversity the world has 

to offer. We have a constant desire to learn and 

experience different cultures and traditions.  

3. BUT MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE, WE LOVE 

TO SPEND TIME TOGETHER. Even  when our lives 

and schedules get crazy, we always put our family 

first. Loving each other well is our top priority. 

NO MATTER WHERE THIS JOURNEY TAKES US 

OR WHAT YOU DECIDE, we will always re-

spect and desire the best for you. We hope 

you find exactly what your heart needs. 

UN ABBRACCIO, 



COME AS YOU ARE.
you are always welcomed here. 



HI! I'M ANNA.

A FEW OF MY FAVORITE THINGS

I'm 40 years old. I’m 5'5 with brown hair, 

brown eyes, and a genuine smile. I have 

a college degree and work as an assistant 

for my husband and his business.

Spending time with my family // Taking care 

of my pets // Cooking // Working out // 

Binge watching TV series // Traveling 

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT ME. 

I was born and raised in Italy, and my Italian

DNA is reflected in many things I do and 

love - from putting family and friends be-

fore anything else to a passion for cooking 

and spending hours around the dinner table 

talking and laughing with the ones I love. I 

am very organized and determined. Once I 

have a goal, I give all my effort to achieve 

it! I like to travel, read, cook and work out, 

but most of all I love when my family is 

all together. My favorite place to be with 

them is the beach; I love summer and warm

weather! But I also love winter traditions 

and the holidays - especially Christmas with 

its smells, magic and anticipation.

I’m organized, determined, and caring.

anna in gabriele's words:

I CHOOSE WITH NO HESITATION TO BE 

PRESENT FOR MY KIDS EVERY DAY. This is 

my top priority, and I have chosen a lifestyle

that makes it possible. I work part time as 

an assistant for my husband. This allows 

me a very flexible schedule so that I can 

spend most of my time with our kids. 

TAKING CARE OF THE PEOPLE I LOVE IS 

ONE OF MY FAVORITE THINGS. And being 

a mom allows me to do this every day. I 

love helping my kids through every step of 

their growth. I work hard to keep the right 

balance between leading them and leaving 

them free to decide, learn and become more 

independent. I also love to celebrate with 

them, like organizing big, themed parties for 

them and filling the house with friends, other 

kids and laughter. As my kids grow, I want 

them to always know how important they 

are. I want them to know they can come to 

me with the good things and the hard things, 

and that I’ll always be there to listen.  

ANNA IS MORE THAN I EVER COULD HAVE ASKED FOR. You can say I am biased, but she is the most 

important element in my life that made me the businessman, the father, the man I have become. She 

is caring, determined and pure. She is always putting the kids in first place. When she has a goal in 

mind, nothing can stop her, and she was able to transfer this focus and determination to me too, who 

thought that she could push me to wake up at 5:30 am to exercise together for years?! But the most 

important of her qualities is her purity. She never tells a lie, never hides, never pretends; she is sincere 

and expressive, and that is what makes her a very special mom, wife and accomplished woman.

A BIT ABOUT ME



HI! I’M GABRIELE

A BIT ABOUT ME

A FEW OF MY FAVORITE THINGS

I'm 40 years old. I’m 6'2 with brown hair, 

and blue eyes. I have a Master’s Degree and 

work as the CEO of a healthcare company.

All kinds of sports // Playing with the kids // 

Being outside // Working out // Barbecuing 

// Traveling // Spending time with my wife

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT ME.  

You can call me Gabe. I am also Italian, but 

sadly the consulate has warned me they will 

revoke my Italian passport if I keep saying 

I like to eat at  Olive Garden and Five Guys 

Burgers! (Just kidding.) You should know 

that I love to spend time with my family. In 

my daily life, I am a disorganized, intuitive 

and an ambitious dreamer. I love to lead 

and inspire. I am a strong believer in the 

importance of self-awareness and think that 

exposure to diversity, of any kind, is the 

key for growth. I love to play sports with 

my kids and be super loud when I cheer for 

them at their games. I am a very bad cook, 

but I am the one often starting new discus-

sions or triggering laughs at the dinner table.

I’m happy, patient, and generous.

gabriele in anna's words:

I HAVE A VERY BUSY JOB AS THE CEO OF 

AN INTERNATIONAL FIRM IN HEALTHCARE, 

BUT NOTHING AND NO ONE CAN TAKE 

AWAY MY TIME WITH FAMILY. Even my 

employees are getting tired of hearing from 

me about the importance of family in all my 

speeches, which I style as Al Pacino in God-

father or Vin Diesel in Fast and Furious. 

ANNA AND OUR CHILDREN GIVE ME ALL THE 

ENERGY I NEED TO FACE EACH DAY WITH 

SPEED AND ENDURANCE. They inspire me 

and are my biggest fans in all that I try each 

day to achieve. There is no greater thing 

than being Anna’s husband and my kids’ 

dad, and I couldn’t take on half of what I do 

without them. I love including my family in 

the various aspects of my life, tellling our 

little ones life stories around our fire pit, and 

reading them cool books before it is their 

bedtime. They always have and always will 

come before everything else, and I cannot 

wait to be a new dad again.

GABRIELE AND I ARE ALMOST OPPOSITES IN OUR PERSONALITIES. He is an extrovert, loud, and likes 

to be at the center of attention. He is a leader, thinks outside the box, and is constantly putting him-

self in hard situations to be challenged and grow. I, on the other hand, am quiet, introverted, and like 

my comfort zone. The fact that Gabriele is so different than me is what attracted me to him, but it 

has also become one of our greatest strengths; we push each other to be our best. Gabriele is also a 

wonderful dad. Before having kids, he had never changed a diaper or held an infant, but after having 

our first child, he jumped into his role as dad without hesitation and has enjoyed every part of it. He 

is caring and selfless. He devotes every ounce of his energy to us, and I know he can’t wait to come 

home after a long day to be with us. He is patient and compassionate, and I couldn’t ask for more. 



OUR STORY
GABRIELE AND I MET FOR THE FIRST TIME 

WHEN WE WERE IN HIGH SCHOOL. We 

were 14 and good friends. It was nine 

years before we went on our first date.  

Gabriele loves to tell this colorful story 

about how we didn’t date earlier because 

I had a boyfriend; he had to wait patiently 

for years until I finally broke up with the guy 

and he was able to jump in and ask me out! 

OUR FIRST DATE WAS SIMPLE - WE WENT 

OUT FOR PIZZA AND TOOK A WALK. We 

already knew each other pretty well, but we 

did not know how well we would comple-

ment each other. Even with very different 

personalities, we found we shared the same 

values: family comes first, honesty and sin-

cerity are important, and being able to talk 

to each other about hard things has power.

why the united states?
OUR MOVE TO THE STATES IN 2010 WAS  

NOT THE FIRST TIME I (GABRIELE) LIVED HERE.  

I attended my senior year of high school in 

Little Rock, AR. Despite it being very different 

from Milan, I enjoyed every minute! During 

that year, my host family took me on amazing 

trips around the U.S. and I fell in love with it - 

and them! (I still call them my American Mom 

and Dad.) I couldn’t wait to come back.  

AFTER DATING FOR THREE YEARS, one of 

which we spent living in Shanghai, China,  

we knew we were meant to be together 

forever. We got married in 2006 with a 

beautiful celebration in the Italian country-

side, surrounded by all the people we loved. 

AFTER THE WEDDING, WE MOVED TO A 

BEAUTIFUL HOUSE, NOT FAR FROM OUR 

PARENTS AND THE PLACE WE GREW UP. 

There were many things we loved, but after 

a few years, we began to feel a bit unset-

tled. In 2010, we took a huge leap of faith 

that changed our lives forever - we moved 

to the U.S. with our dog Platone and our 

two cats. It was the best decision of our 

lives and we love that we did it together.



adoptionW H AT  B R O U G H T  U S  T O

FROM THE VERY BEGINNING, OUR FAMILY 

HAS BEEN BUILT IN UNIQUE WAYS. Soon 

after we were married, I remember talking 

with Gabriele and agreeing that we wanted 

a big family. We didn’t know then how hard 

it would be. While our 3 children have come 

to us through infertility treatments, adoption 

has been on our hearts for a very long time.  

WHILE STILL IN ITALY, we were trying to 

understand our difficulty conceiving, but 

doctors were unable to figure out any  

underlining medical issues. Less than 3 

months after arriving in the States, we 

received a clear diagnosis and our clinicians 

gave us a path forward through IVF. We  

felt so much hope in that moment. 

AFTER A FEW MONTHS OF IVF, WE MET OUR 

DAUGHTER. The amazing news of our twin 

boys followed shortly after. Following our 

three kids, we decided to try for a fourth. 

But after rounds of medications and two 

painful miscarriages, we realized it wasn’t 

the right path for our family at this time.

WE TALKED ABOUT ADOPTION WHEN WE 

STARTED THE IVF JOURNEY, and after our 

second loss, the conversation re-emerged. 

Our hearts were healing and opening again. 

We have always loved inviting people into 

our home, and we have always known 

that family is more than blood. Despite the 

heartache, we feel honored to be here, join-

ing our family and our lives with another.  

WHILE THE JOURNEY HAS BEEN HARD, OUR STRUGGLES WITH INFERTILITY HAVE MADE US A STRONGER COUPLE AND 

A STRONGER FAMILY. IT’S GIVEN US COMPASSION FOR THE HURTING AND FOR ONE ANOTHER. DURING THE MOST 

DIFFICULT TIMES, WE HAVE HAD TO RELY ON, SEEK COMFORT IN, AND TALK OPENLY WITH EACH OTHER. WHILE WE 

WOULD PROBABLY NEVER CHOOSE THE HARD, WE ARE THANKFUL FOR IT AND WHO IT HAS MADE US TO BE.  

I GENUINELY LOVE BEING A DAD. MY HEART STILL 

MELTS EVERY SINGLE TIME I TUCK THE KIDS INTO BED 

AT NIGHT AFTER READING THEM A BEDTIME STORY 

AND THEY TELL ME: “I LOVE YOU PAPA!”

BEING A MOM IS SUCH A UNIQUE GIFT. SOMETIMES 

I LISTEN TO MY KIDS PLAYING, AND I JUST SMILE. I 

LOVE TELLING THEM ABOUT MY LIFE, DISCOVERING NEW 

THINGS TOGETHER, AND WATCHING THEM GROW. 



LEONARDO age 6

meet our beautiful

OUR CHILDREN ARE OUR 3 LITTLE MIRACLES. 

At the beginning of our journey with infertil-

ity, we didn’t know if we would ever be able 

to conceive. Then, through IVF, we had our 

daughter—and then three years later, we 

were blessed with our twin boys. 

• AURORA IS OUR LITTLE ANGEL. She is

loving and artistic, curious and smart,

funny and caring. She has always loved

princesses, the color pink and sparkles.

She believes in magic, unicorns and

fairies, and reminds us often she is sure

they exist! She has such a sweet, easy

going personality, and we are so lucky!

• ALESSANDRO IS OUR LITTLE TORNADO.

He is a skinny, active, strong willed, and

impulsive boy. He can’t stay still for long

or do only one thing at a time - the day

is too short for all the things he wants to

accomplish! He is very competitive, not

afraid to talk to people, a fast runner

and a lover of animals and insects.

• LEONARDO IS THE SWEETEST LITTLE BOY.

He’s younger by 2 minutes, and couldn’t

be more different than his brother! He is

very good at sports but doesn’t want to

be the center of attention. He is cuddly,

shy, caring. He is always worrying about

others and wants to make sure every-

one, especially his brother, is doing ok.

CHILDREN!

ALESSANDRO age 6

AURORA age 8



WE EMBRACE THE MESSY THINGS - LITERALLY AND FIG-

URATIVELY. WE FILL OUR LIVES (AND OUR HOME) WITH 

PEOPLE, LAUGHTER, AND FUN. IT’S OFTEN NOISY AND 

A BIT CRAZY, BUT WE WOULDN’T CHANGE A THING.

WE ALL LOVE BEING ACTIVE - PLAYING SPORTS, EX-

ERCISING, RUNNING AROUND AT THE BEACH, GOING 

FOR WALKS, PLAYING AT THE PARK - YOU NAME IT! 

WE ARE ALWAYS BURNING OFF ENERGY. 

WE LOVE AND TAKE CARE OF ANIMALS - NOT ONLY 

THE PETS IN OUR HOME, BUT EVERY ANIMAL THAT WE 

MEET. OUR KIDS LOVE GOING TO THE ZOO, VISITING 

THE FARM, OR PLAYING WITH OUR PETS AT HOME. 

WE LIKE TO MAKE EACH OTHER LAUGH. THE KIDS GET 

THEIR HUMOR FROM THEIR MOM, BUT WE ALL LOVE 

TO SHARE IN LAUGHTER TOGETHER. IT’S A COMMON 

SOUND IN OUR HOME, AND WE’RE SO GRATEFUL!

EVEN WITH ALL THE ENERGY IN OUR HOME, WE ALSO 

ENJOY QUIET, SIMPLE OUTINGS - LIKE FISHING - TOO.  

WE LOVE TELLING EACH OTHER STORIES AND TALKING 

ABOUT ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING AS A FAMILY. 

WHAT BETTER WAY TO GIVE YOU A GLIMPSE OF OUR 

LIFE THAN TO SHARE IT THROUGH THE EYES OF OUR 

CHILDREN! A PICTURE REALLY IS WORTH A THOUSAND 

WORDS AND WE HOPE THEY WARM YOUR HEART.

WE TEACH OUR KIDS TO TAKE RISKS AND TRY SOME-

THING NEW. WE ENCOURAGE THEIR PASSIONS, AND 

WE LOVE TO CHEER THEM ON! IT IS SO FUN TO 

WATCH THEM GROW INTO THEIR PERSONALITIES. 

WE LOVE VISITING NEW PLACES AND EXPERIENCING 

NEW THINGS. WE LOVE TO SOAK UP ALL THAT WE 

CAN ABOUT OTHER CULTURES, GROUPS OF PEOPLE, 

AND THEIR TRADITIONS WITH AN OPEN MIND.



IN OUR FAMILY
WE GIVE A LOT OF IMPORTANCE TO OUR 

ITALIAN HERITAGE, and we treasure many 

of the values taught to us by our parents. 

We speak Italian to our kids, so that when 

we visit our family in Italy, they will be able 

to understand and communicate. We also 

love to teach them about the differences 

between the US and Italy and how being 

different has made us eager to learn.

WE ARE BIG BELIEVERS IN TALKING TO EACH 

OTHER. Gabriele and I always try to express 

our feelings and seek support in one anoth-

er. We have a rule about not going to bed 

mad, and the same applies to our kids. We 

are teaching them to be open and to ex-

press their feelings, even if it is hard.

we love each other deeply.
WE KNOW THAT PARENTING IS NOT 

EASY, but we always give our best and 

try to get better every day. We are con-

stantly learning through our victories and 

mistakes. We are not afraid to say “I’m 

sorry” to our kids when we mess up, and 

we never hold back on “I love you”s.

WE VALUE TIME TOGETHER AS A FAMILY, 

and we are intentional about making it hap-

pen. We also see the importance of one on 

one time with each one of the kids to help 

them express themselves, build confidence 

and realize what their strengths are. 

WE BELIEVE IN BEING HONEST AND ALWAYS 

TELLING THE TRUTH. We model this in our 

marriage and expect it from our kids. At 

the same time, we model forgiveness and 

grace, so that our kids are not afraid to 

come to us with their mistakes, questions, 

or shortcomings. We always want to en-

courage and support one another. 

we value laughter, love, and connection



WE ALSO MAKE A BIG DEAL ABOUT SPECIAL DAYS - 

LIKE AURORA’S FIRST COMMUNION. WE WOULD DO 

ANYTHING TO MAKE OUR KIDS FEEL IMPORTANT, AND 

CELEBRATING THEM IS ONE OF THOSE WAYS!

BESIDES PICKING FRUIT, WE ALSO FIND OTHER WAYS 

TO ENJOY THE WARM WEATHER WHEN IT’S HERE. 

WE GO TO THE BEACH EVERY WEEKEND, GO ON  

HIKES, AND GO ON VACATION.  

WE GO TO THE PUMPKIN PATCH IN THE FALL AND LET 

EACH KID PICK OUT THE “PERFECT PUMPKIN”. AS THE 

WEATHER GETS COLDER, WE ALSO START TO ENJOY 

MORE AND MORE SATURDAY MOVIE NIGHTS.

WE MAKE A SPECIAL CAKE FOR EVERY KID (AND 

ADULT!) ON THEIR BIRTHDAY. IT IS ALWAYS THEMED 

WITH SOMETHING THEY LOVE AND WE SPEND THE DAY 

CELEBRATING THAT PERSON TOGETHER.

WE SPEND EVERY CHRISTMAS WITH ANNA’S FAMILY, 

COOKING ITALIAN FOOD FROM THE REGION WE COME 

FROM. WE LAUGH AND TALK AND OPEN PRESENTS AND 

GENUINELY ENJOY ALL OUR TIME TOGETHER.

WE LOVE TRADITIONS AND CELEBRATING TOGETHER. 

ONE OF OUR FAVORITES IS THROWING BIG THEMED 

PARTIES FOR THE KIDS AND THEIR FRIENDS FOR BIRTH-

DAYS, HALLOWEEN, CHRISTMAS, EASTER, AND SUMMER.

WE DRESS UP AND GO TRICK-OR-TREATING WITH 

FRIENDS EVERY HALLOWEEN. MORE THAN THE CANDY, 

THEY LOVE THE COSTUMES AND MAGIC OF THE NIGHT. 

(AND WE LIKE EATING TREATS AFTER THEY GO TO BED!) 

WE GO FRUIT PICKING EVERY SUMMER AND FALL.  

WE VISIT A VARIETY OF PLACES AND COLLECT ALL 

KINDS OF DIFFERENT BERRIES - CHERRIES, BLUEBERRIES, 

STRAWBERRIES, RASPBERRIES AND APPLES.



OUR HOME...
has an open door for anyone who wants to come in!

so much diversity!
BECAUSE WE’RE CLOSE TO A BIG CITY, THERE IS A LOT OF DIVERSITY AROUND US. There are many 

different cultures, mainly from South America, Europe and Asia, and we love learning more about the 

places they’ve come from. Many, like us, have immigrated here and are both embracing the American 

culture as well as retaining their beautiful and unique birth cultures. It’s a privilege to get to share life, 

stories, wisdom, and experiences, and we can’t wait for our kids to continue walking in curiosity!

ABOUT OUR HOME

ABOUT OUR COMMUNITY

WE REALLY LOVE OUR HOME. We moved 

here in 2017 when we realized there wasn’t

much space for the kids to play in our old 

home. We wanted a big house we could fill 

with people, host parties for our kids, and 

encourage them to invite their friends over.

OUR BACKYARD AND BASEMENT ARE OUR 

TWO FAVORITE PLACES. There is 2 acres 

of space to play in the backyard, and we 

quickly transformed our basement into the 

kids’ playroom - although we must admit, 

sometimes the grownups have more fun!

WE ALSO LOVE OUR BIG, OPEN KITCHEN, 

where we spend most of our time together 

- eating meals or simply sitting at the island 

and talking. Aurora loves having a big room 

all to herself and the boys just got their 

shared room remade as a “big boys” room.

WHEN THE WEATHER IS NICE, we are out-

side playing basketball, riding bikes, drawing 

on the driveway with chalk, or jumping on 

the big trampoline. When we have to be 

inside, we’re in the basement playing soccer 

or hide and seek, doing puzzles, or challeng-

ing each other at a board game.

WE LIVE IN A QUIET, SAFE NEIGHBOR-

HOOD WITH A LOT OF KIDS. It’s a beautiful 

Metro-west town, surrounded by forests, 

ponds, and nice trails where we like to take 

our dog for walks as a family. 

WE LOVE THAT OUR TOWN IS NOT TOO 

BIG. There are a lot of great playgrounds 

and a neat downtown area where we can 

walk. You can always find kids playing, and 

the neighbors are friendly. Best of all, we 

are only one hour from the ocean, and it’s 

our favorite place to be in the summer; we 

take day trips there every weekend.

THE SCHOOL SYSTEMS ARE ALSO VERY 

GOOD, among the top 20 in the state. We 

are also the best school district for athletes 

in the state. We have found that our kids’ 

teachers are amazing, very open and caring 

and eager to help us and our kids with any 

problem they are facing.



FURRY FAMILY

OUR DOG, PLATONE HAS BEEN WITH US 

FOR 12 YEARS. He is an 80 pound, German 

Shepherd/Great Pyrenees mix. We adopted 

him from a shelter in Italy not long after we 

got married and brought him with us to the 

U.S. He is a very handsome, smart, loving, 

and active boy. He loves to run like crazy in 

our yard when he is unleashed; we’re pretty 

sure he still thinks he’s a puppy! Even still, 

when we take him for walks all together as 

a family, he is constantly making sure that 

everyone is safe. We love him so much. He 

has taught our family what unconditional 

love looks like and he is helping us teach the 

kids how to be respectful to others.

life is better with pets!
WE LOVE OUR PETS AND ALL KINDS OF 

OTHER ANIMALS. We think having pets 

has taught us a lot about being responsi-

ble and respectful, and we cannot imag-

ine our lives without our pup or two cats. 

OUR TWO CATS, WILLIAM AND EMILY, HAVE 

BEEN A PART OF THE FAMILY FOR 10 YEARS. 

William, our black cat, is fluffy, sweet, and 

cuddly. We got him from a shelter when 

he was just a few months old. We didn’t 

have kids at the time, and just a few years 

ago he started allowing the kids to pet him. 

Now, he spends most nights in Aurora`s 

bed and will go and check on the boys a 

few times during the night, as well. Emily, 

our black and white cat, is a beautiful, soft 

ball of fur. We got her from a shelter when 

she was a tiny kitten. She is very shy and 

spends most of the day in her cat bed. 

they’re a part of the package!



supportedBY  FA M I LY  A N D  F R I E N D S

ANNA’S FAMILY. Although my mom, dad 

and brother live in Italy, I feel like we are 

close. I can’t see them whenever I want, 

but I know if I had a problem, they would 

always be available to talk and help me in 

any way they could. I text with my parents 

every day, and on the weekends we face-

time so they can connect with their grand-

kids. I can see from their smiles that they 

wait for this moment with great anticipation. 

My mom and dad come to the U.S. at least 

once a year. They have been here to ex-

perience the birth of their three grandkids 

and helped us a lot! I still remember my dad 

waking up during the night to help us feed 

and change the boys. They’re the best.

GABRIELE’S FAMILY. I could write pages 

about my parents, but let me start by say-

ing they are very special - in a good way! 

They are a dynamic duo. My mom is very 

artistic, incapable of following rigid process-

es, with little control in speaking her mind! 

She is an explosion of energy and ideas 

and a restless fighter of injustices. She is 

also a hug and kisses machine. My dad is a 

planner, a thinker, and a leader, with great 

control of his physical and verbal expres-

sions. You might think then, “How can they 

match?“, and believe me, I’ve asked myself 

the same question many times! But they 

are the most beautiful example of how love 

is about completing each other.

“MY FAMILY TAUGHT ME THE BALANCE BETWEEN 

FREEDOM AND DUTY. MY MOM AND DAD’S DIFFERENT 

PARENTING STYLES AND POINTS OF VIEW MADE ME A 

BETTER KID AND A BETTER MAN.” -GABRIELE

“MY PARENTS BELIEVE IN BEING KIND AND RESPECTFUL 

TO EACH OTHER AND HELPING WHOEVER IS IN NEED. 

THEY TAUGHT ME TO BE OPEN, TO HAVE EMPATHY 

AND TO ALWAYS LISTEN TO OTHERS.” -ANNA

OUR PARENTS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN SUPPORTIVE OF 

OUR DECISIONS. THEY SHOWED SUCH SELFLESSNESS 

WHEN WE DECIDED TO MOVE FROM ITALY TO THE U.S. 

AND LOVED US THROUGH THE TRANSITION. 

THEY SUPPORTED US THROUGH OUR INFERTILITY AND 

ARE COMPLETELY ON BOARD WITH OUR DECISION TO 

ADOPT. THEY CAN’T WAIT TO GET TO KNOW, PLAY 

WITH, TEACH AND LOVE THEIR NEW GRANDCHILD!



OUR PROMISE
WORDS CAN’T EXPRESS HOW GRATEFUL WE 

FEEL THAT YOU ARE EVEN CONSIDERING US 

TO JOIN YOU IN LOVING THIS CHILD. If you 

should choose to get to know us more, we 

want you to know that we will always honor 

and uphold you and the unique relationship 

you will have with this little one.  

WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO KNOW THAT WE 

WILL ALWAYS SEE YOU AS THIS CHILD’S 
FIRST MOTHER, and we will honor whatever 

choice you make about how present you 

might want to be in his/her life. Regardless, 

we will only ever speak good about you. 

But please also know that we would love to 

welcome you into our loud and crazy family 

with open arms and excited hearts!

if you’d like to meet us,
WE WOULD BE HONORED TO MEET YOU. 

We know this is not a decision made 

easily, and if chosen, we will make sure 

your child knows the love that went into 

your choice. We promise to always put 

all that we have into loving each other, 

loving this child, and loving you well. 

Please call Full Circle Adoptions at  

1-800-452-3678 if you would like to learn 

more about us or speak with us.

WE KNOW SO MUCH HAS YET TO UNFOLD, 

but what we can promise right now is this: 

• We will protect and love your baby  

unconditionally, every day of his/her life. 

• We will make him/her part of our Italian 

extended family who can`t wait to meet 

and love him/her unconditionally as well.

• We will travel a lot all together, discov-

ering new places, cultures and traditions.

• We will share new adventures together.

• We will give him/her all the opportunities 

to find out his/her direction and talents.

• We will teach your child to be kind, re-

spectful and caring.

• We will talk to him/her about you and 

your selfless act of love.



P R O F I L E  B Y  
@ F O R T H I S C H I L D . B O O K S

i’ll keep choosing you.
I CHOOSE YOU. AND I'LL CHOOSE YOU, OVER AND OVER AND 
OVER. WITHOUT PAUSE, WITHOUT DOUBT, IN A HEARTBEAT.


